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Embody the Emerald Consciousness of God's Perfection

W

hen you stand in the Realm of Perfection, you are touching the
Holiness and the pristine Body Consciousness of your own Mighty
I AM Presence! For therein, all things are Perfect. They have streamed forth
through Creation from the Heart of The One, and in those Higher Realms
there is no thing that can pollute or distort that which has been conceived
by God and brought to the fore in all of the varied creative endeavors of the
Ascended and Cosmic Beings.
Even so, you, blessed hearts, can have the awareness and the trust in your
Mighty I AM Presence, in your Holy Christ Presence that the Realm of
Perfection is within you! It is upon the Altar of your Heart as the Threefold
Flame that evidences the very Presence of God within you. And when you elect
to have that Presence in all of its Glory and Perfection enter into the Pranic
Breaths of your outer vehicles, you can displace and consume all unreality,
all distortion, all negativity, all that is foreign to that very Vibration of the
Perfection of God and bring to bear upon your life the Goodness of God,
the Holiness, and the Divine Estate of your True Identity.
When your God Presence sent you forth into your very first incarnation
your mind could only perceive Goodness, Beauty, the Essence of all the God
Qualities that are the Natural Estate of your God Presence. But over time
you lost sight of the Vision of that Perfection. Now it is time to restore the
Fullness of God Perfection within your own vision and in all your outer
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vehicles. And not just as a pseudo-garment that covers over the sullied
layers of your human creation, but a Seamless Garment that actualizes
through and through the garments of your life, touching every part of your
consciousness — your activities, your thoughts, your energies — that allows
you to walk more and more in the Presence of God.
That is the Vision I hold in the All-Seeing Eye of God as the Divine
Matrix for every Son and Daughter of God! For I, Cyclopea, Elohim of the
Fifth Ray, embody the Emerald Consciousness of God’s Perfection! When
that Perfection streams forth from your own God Presence into your outer
vehicles, it demands that the Edenic Blueprint of your Identity in God come
to the fore! God Perfection streaming will slough off all human creation
and reorder your life. It will allow for the White Fire to consume it, to be
no more, and the Violet Transmuting Flame to continually treat whatever
residue of unreality may come to the fore. Then as you invoke the Emerald
Ray into your life, God Perfection will restore those patterns of health and
well-being and the abundance of Light within your world so you have all that
you require at every moment of every day to meet the Fullness of what God
demands of you as you go through specific initiations for your Mastery and
Attainment and for the help and well-being of those whom you serve under
the canopy of God. Then you will be ready!
You will have fashioned a chalice fit for the Light of God to pour forth
all of the multiplication of God that is required! And as that Power of God
streams forth in all its Glory, it takes with it the imprint of the Divine
Blueprint, the detailed Patterns of the Consciousness of the Mind of God,
to fashion and form all that you are to bring to the fore here below. And this
Emerald Matrix will not only clear your vision, it will likewise place upon the
Altar of your Heart the correct desiring. For you will begin to cease desiring
those things that are not beneficial or for your well-being!
Likewise, the Emerald Ray will fill you with the Vibration that reorders
your thinking process. You will no longer find yourself wasting the very
precious moments of each day upon idle thought that has no bearing upon
your mastery, your attainment, your initiations and cycles that must be
passed victoriously, or on the Service to your Mighty I AM Presence that
your Heart desires to give.
So you will train your mind with the Fires of the Emerald Ray so that
as your chalice is filled with not only the Emerald Ray but the White Fire
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of Purity, you will have the Charge of the Mother Light coursing through
the spinal altar of your being and knitting together each of your spiritual
centers until they are so charged with the Light of God that they respond on
the instant to every circumstance of life that comes your way, every situation
that requires your attention, and every Good Work that your Heart desires
to engage in!
Many lifestreams go through entire embodiments fixated on achieving one
human desire. It is such a pressure upon the forefront of their consciousness,
they cannot think of anything else! So all, including God, their own Mighty
I AM Presence, goes by the wayside. And they remain fixated upon that
one desire, only to find that when the Fires of Transmutation begin to clear
away the debris of their karma, their patterns and habits of unreality, and
that when the Emerald Ray begins to lower into their outer vehicles, reorder
their thinking, their desiring, their emotional energy, even the residue of
the soul memory precipitated in the physical body that is in the very cells of
their physical body — all is reordered! Then, blessed ones, when all has been
cleared away, they begin to remember the Truth of the God Desiring that
is intended to come forth: What it is that life truly means to them. What is
the single-eyed Vision that their God Presence elects for them to hold in the
forefront of their consciousness. Consider all of the embodiments, the time
and energy wasted upon unreality, when Perfection was ever close-at-hand
and could have come forth if the disciplines of Cosmic Law had been honored!
But honor God you must, with your devotion, your Invocations, Decrees
and Affirmations to God, your service to God in Life. The disciplines that you
engage in daily set the very vibration of your outer vehicles to be prepared to
receive the God Direction, God Vision, God Momentum to carry you to the
Victory! And then when the Emerald Ray comes forth in all its Glory and
God Power, you have a chalice so prepared that it carries you to the Victory!
The multiplication of Light within your vehicles brings about the
Abundant Life that you have desired. The resources that you require each
day for God’s work are there within the Light. Perhaps not one cent or erg
of energy more than you require. But always the perfect amount! The health
that you so require in order to have a vital, vibrant physical body, emotional
body, mental body is due to the charge and preparation of these bodies for
you by the Emerald Ray! For it reorders all that is out of alignment, bringing
the healing currents from your own God Presence into your outer vehicles.
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In no wise does this mean that you ignore whatever imperfection may have
already pressed through to the physical and not avail yourselves of those
physical remedies as well. But you cannot neglect the Emerald Ray streaming
forth from your Mighty I AM Presence and those Ascended and Cosmic
Beings that serve on that Ray of God’s Wholeness and Perfection to assist
in bringing forth directly all that you require, daily, to keep your physical
vehicle and chalice tuned to the Presence of God, vital and ready to respond.
You, blessed hearts, are the vehicle of consciousness that is to convey your
Mighty I AM Presence and all its Glory into these the realms of the physical
octave in which you reside. This is why you came into embodiment. Not to
vacate God from your chalice, but to have more of God enter into your chalice
via these great Pranic Breaths of the Elemental Forces of Nature, where the
Flame of God residing upon the Altar of your Heart, burning brightly, is
ready to take command and to be in charge of your life!
And ultimately, every Son and Daughter of God under their own vine
and fig tree shall have the Glory of their Mighty I AM Presence, ready to
release into their outer vehicles all that they require. But you need not look
far to see how so few presently engage in the disciplines that would allow
them to have their attention firmly fixed upon the Mighty I AM Presence!
No matter what they call God, what their cultural surroundings may be,
the Mighty I AM Presence, the I AM THAT I AM in the Allness of God,
is ultimately the Source of every Good and every Perfection. Under the
Fullness of the canopy of The One God, that Charge, that Momentum, that
God Direction and God Vision is intended to stream forth to every Heart
Flame for all to behold!
The All-Seeing Eye of God knows the Divine Plan for your lifestream!
When you call to the Emerald Matrix, the Emerald Ray will stream forth
from my Retreat and the Retreat of those who serve on the Emerald Ray and
assist you in reconnecting with the Fullness of that initial impetus that your
God Presence has held within the Fullness of its Vision for you! This is how
we know what your Divine Plan is. For it is first held by your own Mighty
I AM Presence; and then, thanks to the Oneness and Allness of God, we
are welcomed into that Divine Blueprint. We hold the Vision. We hold the
Matrix. We hold the impetus of the Momentum that will assist the Sons and
Daughters of God to realize and actualize the Fullness of the Perfection of
God that they are intended by their Presence to bring to the fore.
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So when you have a tendency to slack off from your momentum and
Constancy of the disciplines of Cosmic Law that you have learned, think about
what that will mean, ultimately, in the grand array of the many victories that
you are yet to accomplish before you take your leave from this incarnation.
Can you afford to wile away the days, hours, weeks or months? Or is there a
Necessity of the Law that requires you to be ever constant, ever disciplined?
You will find, blessed ones, that when you maintain your Constancy in
the Fires of God there is no shortage of the Joy that you require, the Freedom
you desire, the wealth, health, and well-being that you require. There is no
fatigue that rolls in, requiring you to have another hour’s sleep instead of
calling forth the Light of God to so charge your outer vehicles.
Blessed ones, all that you require is within your Mighty I AM Presence!
The Allness of God will take charge of your affairs, making room in your
life for God — if you make that election and total commitment to your
Mighty I AM Presence! But sadly, so many do just the opposite. They wait
and wait and wait, while they are on the treadmill of day-to-day life, for an
opening to happen to them instead of making God the highest priority! And
thus, all eventually begins to crumble in their world. For it is absent the very
foundation of God Perfection that is required to bring forth the Qualities of
God in their life and to realize their dreams, their hopes, their aspirations
that are the Pure Intent of their Mighty I AM Presence and the Flame upon
the Altar of their Heart!
So you see, blessed ones, you must be attentive to the Mighty I AM
Presence, to the God of Very Gods, to the Fullness of the Light that will
stream forth at your command and will so charge your world with God
Perfection that you will wonder why it took you so long to throw over the
traces of unreality and the old habits so you could have the Presence of God
in your life! And as you build upon that momentum, you will find yourself
soaring higher and higher into the waiting arms of your Mighty I AM Presence
and accomplishing all that you require along the way.
Then when your hand touches that which needs to be healed, when
your heart loves those who must be loved and comforted, when your mind
must come to conclusions that are right and just on every occasion in your
life — all will occur in Divine Order, for the Light of God is present. But you
cannot merely pretend it is there! It must be there in Reality! It is one thing
to wish it, but it is wholly another to become it! And you, blessed hearts,
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are becoming one with the Mighty I AM Presence, with the Ascended and
Cosmic Beings, with The One God. And that, blessed hearts, allows the AllSeeing Eye of God’s Vision to ray forth through your own third eye, piercing
through the darkness and revealing the Light and the Perfection of God that
is to illumine you, enrich you, fill you with the Holiness of God Perfection.
I, Cyclopea, commend you to the Emerald Matrix, the Emerald Ray, and
the Heart of God Perfection, one and all!
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